Correction of differential intensity inhomogeneity in longitudinal MR images.
Longitudinal MR imaging is increasingly being used to measure cerebral atrophy progression in dementia and other neurological disorders. Differences in intensity inhomogeneity between serial scans can confound these measurements. This differential bias also distorts nonlinear registration and makes both manual and automated segmentation of tissue type less reliable. A technique is described for the correction of this differential bias that makes no assumptions about signal distribution, bias field or signal homogeneity. Instead, the bias field calculation is performed on the basis that the remaining structure in the difference image of registered serial scans has small-scale structure. The differential bias field is of much larger scale and can thus be obtained by applying an appropriate filter to the difference image. The serial scan pair is then corrected for the differential bias field and atrophy measurement can be performed on the corrected scan pair. Application of a known, simulated bias field to real serial MR images was shown to alter atrophy measurements significantly. The differential correction method recovered the applied differential bias field and thereby improved atrophy measurements. This method was then applied to serial imaging in patients with dementia using a set of serial scan pairs with visually identified, significant differential bias and a set of scan pairs with negligible differential bias. Differential bias correction specifically reduced the variance of the atrophy measure significantly for the scans with significant differential bias.